
Adam. This handcrafted, sterling silver bull has survived for approximately 200 years and over four 
generations. It was originally a wedding gift to my great-great grandparents, both of whom were of 
Spanish decent.  Whilst largely ornamental, the bull features ten swords (muletas or estocadas) stabbed 
into its back. These ten swords can be removed and were likely used as novel olive picks at dinner 
parties, however the significance of the ten swords represent the killing of ten bulls that my great-great 
grandfather carried out as a Matador. The stabbing of the bull is a prestigious Spanish ritual and 
celebration. This family heirloom reminds us of our cultural heritage and the bravery of our ancestors. 



Andreas. The house’s original construction consisted of several different sections under different 
ownerships. The first owner of the main house was a Dutch elder by the name of Ingenhoest who was 
responsible for its construction in Dutch art deco style in the 1930-40s. Migrating from Makassar 
(South Sulawesi) in 1953, my grandfather then purchased approximately a quarter of the entire 
main house. As years passed, eventually the main house, garden, and the pavilion came under the 
full ownership of the family. The pavilion was then converted into a clinic. Being one of only a few 
paediatricians in 1960s Bandung (West Java), my grandfather gained popularity and fame and then 
came to be remembered by his clients and the locals as Dr. Pang. The clinic banner depicting his name 
crystallised the image of the house being remembered as The Supangkat house.  Years after the passing 
of my grandfather in the 1990s the family would still welcome former patients who have become good 
acquaintances. Among close relatives and families we are also often referred to as the Siliwangi family 
due to the house address, Jalan Siliwangi number 1. 



Angela. That voice, those eyes, the hair.  My grandmother and my mother had a personal style.  My 
mother’s continues today, an extension of her discerning self-design.  From the depression docks of 
Liverpool, England, a three month, sea-journey to the southern hemisphere port of Lyttelton, New 
Zealand, my grandmother’s leopard faux-fur and matching twin buttons by some small measure possess 
the voice of optimism and good-willed rambunctiousness that set sail 60 years ago.  The elements of 
soil, the sky, water, even the wind can be stroked along the lines of sheathe.  The thrills of deprivation 
channelled became the change; the new order coming up just over the horizon became the style. 
Dead at fifty-something, worn out from the ravages of cancer my grandmother remains present in 
enduring black and white photographs wrapped in the leopard faux fur boho now considered vintage.  
My mother’s youth also endures in photo-chrome with ajax-white borders of time adorned by my 
grandmother’s leopard spots. “In neck faux-fur I feel more remarkable.” 



Elly. My mother-in-law passed these to me in secret, in the farmhouse where her father still resides. 
He is mourning his wife, vibrant Joan who left us earlier this year. 

The tusks were found in Russell’s room. Russell was the only son, the baby. His room remained 
untouched after he died from complications related to alcoholism – he was only 40; he had never lived 
anywhere other than the farm. Russell was very quiet. I never really had a conversation with him, I 
only know him through his objects. He had a number of guns. He researched, wrote and published a 
history of the local footy club. He collected Led Zeppelin records, record players, old fridges. He ran the 
farm and slept in the same room in a single bed his whole life. He was a good person, his family love 
him immensely. But he’s an enigma to me. 

I have been gifted one of his possessions. On Joan’s passing, the farm has been tidied. I have an old 
milk drum, horse skulls with disputed provenance, and all manner of twisted agrarian steel. But the 
most poignant object I have received is this, a secret gift from a man I’ll never understand. 



Helen. This glass bowl was made by Matthew Curtis and is part of his “Forbidden Fruit” series. He 
gave it to me after I wrote a profile of him for a national magazine. I like the bowl for its colour, 
design and happy memories of a time when I was visiting glass art exhibitions and writing about glass 
art. And of course, unexpectedly receiving a beautiful gift is always important. Glass is a challenging 
but surprisingly versatile medium; glass artists produce sculptures, beaded screens, painted platters and 
everything in between.

I also liked Matthew and his story. After years working as a grocer and merchandiser, Matthew didn’t 
know what he really wanted to do with his life. Then he got a job with a glass artist. In his spare time, 
he started experimenting with glass. He was invited to join a glass studio where members took turns to 
help each other in the ‘hot shop’. Matthew learnt much from his fellow studio members who were all 
established practitioners, generous with information and advice.  Within a few years he was winning 
awards and exhibiting internationally.



Harsono. This photo depicts the marriage of my parents. I have no precise memory of when the 
marriage took place. I could only approximate it to be somewhere around 1947 to 1948. This 
presumption is taken by tracing it back to my birth date on March 22 1949. Both my father and 
mother originated from the same city, Blitar. They were married after the Indonesian Independence 
Day. It was also the time when the Dutch made their effort to re-colonize Indonesia. I remember 
that period as The Second Clash, which took place around 1948 to 1949. My father’s name is Oh 
Hok Tjoe and my mother’s Liem Swan Nio. Later, my father adopted an Indonesian name Hendro 
Subagyo while mother had Josephine Swandayani as hers. This photograph is meaningful for them 
since it served as a medium to capture an historical event in their life. Scarcity of photo studios and 
the costly fee to hire a private photographer made the photo all the more treasured.



Mai. This is one of 3 engraved combs. There is also a hair clip with “Mai” on it, and a decorated ruler. 
They were made by my paternal Uncle “Chu Tu” while in a re-education camp in southern Vietnam 
between 1975 and 1980. He was imprisoned for 7 years. The comb is made from parts of a US plane 
that had been shot down.  These were gifted to our family in 1978 when Dad visited his brother in 
the camp on our first trip to Vietnam.  The camp was somewhere near Ho Chi Minh City.  Dad brought 
him food and cigarettes.  At my request, Mum and Dad recently pulled the house apart to remember 
where they had these items safely stored. Mum provided me with this information, as I had forgotten 
the details.  In this process of remembering, I feel deeply moved by the power of the object.  It is more 
beautiful than I recalled.  My Uncle is now Australian, and I haven’t seen him for over 8 years. I don’t 
even know where he lives.



Macushla. This set of gold and lacquer spoons were given to my great grandmother Catherine’s 
uncle Day Bosanquet RN. Catherine was fond of her uncle. She wrote later in life: “I loved my Uncle 
Day dearly, though I understand he had not an overplus of brains, but we had a sort of conspiratorial 
friendship, for which we never gave each other away to Aunt Mary”. Because of their closeness, her 
uncle gave Catherine the spoons when she married my Australian great grandfather (he also wrote to 
her advising her on the Australian character, and how to get along as a wife in Australia). 

Because of their provenance and fine workmanship, the spoons were considered special. When my 
parents were married at the age of 23 the spoons were promised to them as a wedding gift. However 
there was controversy in the family and the gift was withdrawn. As told by my mother this event has 
always been emblematic of her sense of reproach and displacement from my father’s family. My parents’ 
marriage lasted only a year and a half, and after the death of my great grandmother the spoons were 
given to my father.



Nasim.This is a valuable tablecloth made by my lovely grandmother in 1979. It is a very precise 
handmade object for the whole of my family. The fabric is velvet and the design is made of golden silk 
strings. My grandmother made it during the war between Iran and Iraq, when she was sitting in her 
home and making this tablecloth with a peaceful mind. She gave it to my mother before she passed 
away in 1999. My family and I love this tablecloth for several reasons; firstly because it was made by 
my grandmother; secondly, she made it when everyone was extremely nervous about the war; and lastly, 
its design incorporates the Paisley (Botteh) logo which has been the symbol of freedom since 3000BC 
in Persia, and something that people have not experienced in Persia/modern Iran since 1979.



Scott. This thin gold band is an Indian-style ring of twenty-two carat gold engraved with an 
alternating pattern of leaf and star motifs. It’s small enough to fit on my right pinkie finger, soft 
enough to have taken my pinkie’s ovular shape. Tamil Indians from Malaysia, like my mother, 
customarily wear this kind of gold to keep their wealth on their bodies. Twenty-two carat gold is as 
pure as gold gets without losing its form completely. This little ring is a token of the Indian part of 
my heritage. It’s less ostentatious than the chain of fingernail-thick interlocked rings given to me as a 
coming-of-age present. Inconspicuous…almost. Mostly I like it because of its flattened form. I have my 
mother’s fingers. Her rings take the same shape, too.




